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Prologue 
 

 
The world of Thra is said to unfold in three epochs: One of 
innocence, another of harmony, and a final epoch of division. Each 
of Thra’s three acts was cleft with a Great Conjunction—the 
singular moment when the Greater Sun, the Rose Sun, and the 
Dying Sun converge in the heavens of Thra, heralding a 
cataclysmic end or some unknown dawn. Or both. 
 Augrah alone was privy to each of the three epochs and to 
the Great Conjunctions that divided them. Born from the very 
womb of Thra itself, Aughra gave sight to the rocks and the roots 
and the trees and the wind. The first progeny of the world of Thra, 
Aughra knew the land and the sky and the sea. Aughra was first to 
know the Gelfling. 
 And so they lived in an Age of Innocence for 1,000 trine, 
while deep within the very heart of Thra sang the Crystal of Truth. 
 It was the song of the Crystal that guided to Thra the exiled 
UrSkeks—mysterious beings from well beyond the heavens and 
the three suns. Tucked behind a veil of benevolence, the UrSkeks 
were said to bring culture and enlightenment to Thra. They seemed 
to the Gelfling robed sages, ushering in the Age of Harmony. And 
so, Thra became civilized. Around the Crystal itself the UrSkeks 
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built for themselves a great castle, and it was there that they 
continued their secret work. 
 For Aughra, the UrSkeks constructed an observatory, that 
she might look to the heavens in anticipation of another Great 
Conjunction. 

Within the heart of the UrSkeks there warred two natures, 
one of light and one of darkness. Purging the darkness from within 
themselves had become the great obsession of the UrSkeks—the 
very discord that had made them outcasts from their own world. 
The great shame of the UrSkeks—the darkness within—was drawn 
out within the heart of the Castle as 1,000 trine—and the Age of 
Harmony itself—came to a close. The UrSkeks encircled the 
thrumming Crystal as the three suns of Thra became a single fiery 
eye in the heavens above.  

And amidst the chaos and violence that followed, the 
Crystal itself was cracked. 

 
The Age of Division had begun. 
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1. 
A royal summons 

 
 
The Dying Sun had receded beneath the sprawling green horizon 
when the royal entourage first appeared in the distance. It was 
midday, and the Village of Vapra hummed with activity across the 
Emerald Plains that made up its home in the western world of 
Thra. The Vapran Gelfling, a sheltered and peaceful people, had 
been there for generations, far from the developed culture of Thra 
and the Castle at its center.  
 The Vapra Clan made their home in small huts scattered 
along the expanisve plain. All Gelfling are small, lithe creatures, 
but the Vapra were known for their delicate features, fair skin, and 
ivory hair. A spiritual people, they taught and studied the ways of 
peace and the connectedness of living things through a unique 
rapport with animals and nature.  
 Syntki, a young Gelfling girl, was the first to see the 
approaching royal procession. No longer a child but not yet an 
adult, Syntki was skeptical by nature and endlessly inquisitive. The 
Vapran elders knew this all too well, and bore her curiosity with 
waning patience. 
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 She found her mother in their hut, a small circle of Gelfling 
children gathered around her for their daily lessons. Ahna, the 
matriarch of the Vapra clan, looked over her shoulder at Syntki as 
the young girl stumbled panting into the room. 
 “My child,” Ahna began gently. “Calm yourself. What 
hurry is this?” 
 “Skeksis!” Syntki shouted between frantic breaths. 
 At this the children began to bubble with excitement. 
 “Peace, younglings,” Ahna urged, and a respectful hush fell 
over them. “My child, why this commotion? The Skeksis have 
never come as far as the Emerald Plains. The Sifan clans to the east 
see only their messengers, and rarely at that. Perhaps your eyes 
deceive you.” 
 “One of them comes, Mother,” Syntki insisted, finally 
catching her breath. “Escorted by warrior Gelfling and riding on 
the back of a Landstrider! It wears the royal robes from the 
stories.” 
 The children were roused again, excitedly begging to be 
excused from their classes and greet the alleged visitors. 
 “Peace, younglings, peace,” said Ahna, moving her open 
hands in the air above them in a calming gesture.  

“Syntki, show me.” 
 
 Three Landstriders had nearly reached the village. The 
Landstriders—riding animals lifted on tall, thin, stilted legs—came 
flanked on either side by armored, spear-toting Gelfling. Two of 
the Landstriders carried on their backs tied bundles and travel 
supplies, while the animal leading the cavalcade bore a strange 
figure shrouded in ornamental robes of violet and crimson. The 
figure’s face was hidden beneath a ribbon of scarlet shawl, making 
it a faceless specter, ominous and unreadable. 
 “See, Mother?” Syntki gloated without taking her eyes off 
of the coming procession. 
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 “I see, child.” 
 “Why has it come? Has it traveled from as far as the 
Castle? Do you think the secret stories the Sifan Gelfling tell could 
be true? Should we be afraid?” 
 “No,” Syntki’s mother answered without taking her eyes 
off the approaching visitors. “We should not be afraid.” 
 As the entourage crossed over the village threshold, one of 
the militant-looking Gelfling leading the Landstriders broke away 
from the group and approached Ahna and Syntki with a confident 
stride, using his spear like a walking stick. Ahna drew her arm 
around Syntki. 
 “In the name of Emperor skekSo, the Chamberlain seeks an 
audience with the Vapran matriarch,” the armored Gelfling 
announced in a brash tone that made Syntki flinch. 
 “Of course,” Ahna answered with a gentle bow of her head. 
“It would be my honor to entertain a guardian of the Crystal.” 
Then, leaning down to Syntki, Ahna whispered, “My child, find 
your father and ask that he meet me in our home. Have the children 
return to their families.”  
 When Ahna saw the look of concern on her daughter’s 
face, she smiled down at her, nodding as if to insist there was no 
cause for concern. Syntki watched as the Gelfling soldier returned 
to the robed figure still seated atop the Landstrider’s back. The two 
shared some private counsel, and the robed figure seemed to nod, 
revealing for a moment a dark spindly hand with long, gnarled 
digits as the figure drew its scarlet shawl tightly around its face.  
 By now half the village was gathering nearby, staring at the 
unexpected visitors as Syntki raced through the growing crowds to 
find her father.  
 
 Ahna kept her distance as two of the armored Gelfling 
assisted the robed figure in climbing down from the tall 
Landstrider. With its Gelfling guards at either side, the figure—
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hunched and slow-moving, still masked by its scarlet shawl—made 
its way toward Ahna. When the party was within earshot, Ahna 
bowed gracefully. 
 “My lord,” she began. “I am Ahna, mother to the Vapra 
Clan. How can our people serve the Castle of the Crystal?” 
 For a moment, there was only silence. Then the figure 
began to make a long, contemplative, whining sound. 
 Hmmmmm… 
 “The Chamberlain will speak with you in private,” one of 
the guards barked. Ahna looked at him for a moment, then bowed 
again. 
 
 The last of the three Gelfling guards remained with the 
Landstriders, keeping a lonely vigil as his companions traveled 
into the village. Of course, the Vapran Gelfling were more 
interested in the robed figure and what it wanted with their 
matriarch than they were in a lone bodyguard. As the cloaked 
visitor wandered farther into the distance, so did the curious crowd 
of villagers. 
 Rian, the Gelfling guard, remained stoic, admiring the 
grassy expanse of the Emerald Plains he was seeing for the first 
time. He was all but lost in thought when a rustling sound shook 
him from his trance. 
 “Who’s there?” he demanded, readying his spear. 
 A nearby thicket of tall grass rustled again. Rian squinted at 
the sound and tightened his grip around the spear—there was no 
breeze to stir the grass. He drew the spear back over his shoulder 
and took aim. 
 “Wait!” came a thin voice from the thicket. 
 “Who’s there?” Rian repeated without lowering his spear. 
 Gradually, a Gelfling boy seemed to appear as if from 
nowhere, nestled in the tall green grass. Rian turned his spear 
vertical, smiled, and extended a hand to the youngling. 
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 “I didn’t see you there,” Rian said warmly. “You ought to 
be careful, I might’ve mistook you for a feisty little Fizzgig. 
What’s your name?” 
 “Fizzgig don’t harm Gelfling,” the child answered, rising 
from his hiding place. “And my name is Bek.” 
 “You’ve obviously never caught one on a bad day, Bek,” 
Rian said, laughing. “How were you doing that? I couldn’t see you 
at all.” 
 “I was hiding. Mother Ahna says Vapra are best at hiding.” 
 “I can see that.” 
 “Was that really a Skeksis?” 
 “That was a Master of the Crystal, yes.” 
 “Is it true what they say? About the Skeksis?” 
 “What do they say?” 
 “That they have secrets. Dark secrets.” 
 Rian furrowed his brow. “Who says that?” 
 The child seemed to realize his misstep and shook his head 
with a grumble. Rian felt an immediate tinge of empathy at the 
boy’s obvious anxiety. 
 “The Skeksis are good,” Rian assured Bek. “They care for 
Gelfling and for Thra. Believe me when I say, it is a good thing 
that Skeksis visit your village today, young one. A very good thing 
indeed.” 
 
 The hunched figure stooped lower, dragging its trailing 
robes into the Gelfling hut. Still flanked by its pair of guards, the 
figure lowered itself onto a wooden bench. On the other side of the 
circular shelter sat the mother and father of the Vapra clan. 
 “My Lord,” Ahna began. “My husband Grehn and I 
welcome you to the village of Vapra. It is our great privilege to 
have you in our home. Please, tell us how we might be of service 
to the Castle of the Crystal.” 
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 “Hmmmm,” the figure purred again, lifting its boney, stalk-
like fingers to the shawl covering its face. It went on humming this 
way as it slowly probed the fabric for an opening, then took to 
disentangling its head from the garment. As the first ribbon of 
mask unraveled, Ahna found herself greeted by a beady, pale green 
eye surrounded by pebbled, black, reptilian skin. She breathed 
deeply, disguising any apprehension as the last of the shawl fell 
away and she found herself, for the first time, staring into the face 
of a Skeksis. 
 The creature’s narrow snout ended in a sharp, hook-shaped 
beak. Its thin lip curled over a long row of small, yellowed fangs 
jutting from the upper and lower jaws in crowded bundles. Beneath 
the Skeksis' pronounced ridge of a brow gleamed the small, green 
eyes set in their sunken sockets. It raised a long, gangly arm, 
swathed in loose-fitting fabric adorned with small feathers and 
jewels. 
 “Gelfling,” the Skeksis said, speaking in a high, gravely 
voice. “His regal majesty, Grand Emperor skekSo, has tasked you 
with royal summons to the Castle of the Crystal.” 
 Ahna frowned. She looked to either of the Gelfling guards, 
but found no acknowledgement or expression. 
 “I don’t understand,” she said softly. 
 “You leave now, with us,” the Skeksis continued, scanning 
the small hut with mild interest.  
 “There must be some mistake,” Grehn interrupted. Grehn 
was a quiet but strong-willed man, revered among the Vapra Clan 
for his gentle leadership. He pinched his long, white beard in his 
hand. “My wife is the Vapran mother, matriarch to our entire 
village. Perhaps we might send some of our farmers or elders with 
you instead?” 
 “Insolent Vapra!” one of the guards chided with a sneer. 
“The Chamberlain is a Lord of the Crystal; you will address him 
with respect.” 
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 Grehn obliged with an immediate bow. “Forgive me, my 
lord. I meant no disrespect.” 
 “Hmmmmm,” the Chamberlain whined. 
 “My husband thinks only of the good of our clan,” Ahna 
assured the visitors. “They have never been without Grehn or 
myself.” 
 “Of course,” the Chamberlain said. “The Emperor regrets 
this inconvenience, yes, but both must accompany us to the Castle. 
His Royal Highness requires the counsel of the clan mother and 
father, yes.” 
 Ahna looked to her husband and blinked slowly.  
 “No!” came a shrill voice as Syntki burst into the hut, 
giving everyone a terrible start. “You cannot take them!” she went 
on in outrage. 
 The guards had raised their spears at the intruder. The 
Chamberlain lifted his hand, fingers fanned, and the guards 
lowered their weapons.  
 “Syntki,” Grehn warned sternly. 
 “No, Papa!” Syntki fired back. “The journey to the castle is 
said to take days! Who will give the children their lessons? Who 
will lead the farmers?” 
 The Chamberlain cocked his head at Syntki, a smile 
creeping up his long, narrow beak of a snout. 
 “Please, pardon our daughter, my lord,” Ahna said calmly. 
“She is still young.” 
 “Hmmmmm,” the Chamberlain hummed, rising from his 
bench and turning to Syntki. “Young Gelfling troubled by royal 
summons? Afraid? Fear not, father and mother will return, yes.” 
He lifted a long, thin finger as if he meant to touch her, but 
lowered it instead, turning his head back to Ahna and Grehn. 
 Ahna was silent for what seemed like a while, then 
relented. “Of course, my lord. It would be our honor to accompany 
you and your guards to the Castle.” 
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 The Chamberlain smiled and turned to face Syntki once 
more. 
 Hmmmmm… 
  
 “What do the Skeksis want with our clan mother and 
father?” Bek asked Rian. 
 “I don’t know, friend,” Rian said, smiling. “But they will 
be in good hands. The Castle of the Crystal is filled with 
Woodland Gelfling. It has been the great honor of our clan to serve 
as guards to the Lords of the Crystal for generations. We will care 
for your leaders while they are away.” 
 There was a sound, the boy ducked into the grass, and Rian 
could see him no more. In the distance, Rian noticed the 
Chamberlain returning with the other Woodland guards. Two 
Vapran Gelfling joined them.  
 “Rian!” one of the approaching guards called out. “Come! 
Gather our guest’s bags!” 
 Rian took one last glance at the thicket of grass. He thought 
that he could just barely see the boy’s eyes, so he gave him a wink 
before he walked away. 
 
 “You should bid your parents farewell, Syntki. It could be 
days before they return.” 
 Syntki turned, scowling, to find Nomi, one of the Vapran 
elders, smiling at her. The two of them were standing outside 
Syntki’s family hut while the rest of the village gathered in the 
distance to see their leaders off. Nomi walked with a cane, her 
white hair reaching below her waist.  
 “They shouldn’t go,” Syntki grumbled.  

Nomi stared thoughtfully at the distant commotion. “Your 
mother and father are peace-keepers. It is their duty. If the Castle 
of the Crystal calls, they must go. They go for the good of us all.” 
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“How is leaving us for our good?” Syntki sniffed, looking 
away. 

Nomi put a hand on Syntki’s shoulder. “It’s okay to miss 
them, child. It would do them well to know it. Tell them goodbye, 
wish them well, and your affection will bring them home before 
you know it.” 

Syntki looked up at Nomi’s smiling face and furrowed her 
brow. She took two slow steps toward the other villagers, then 
turned and ran away. 

 
After the guards had helped her atop the tall Landstrider, 

Ahna fastened her arms around her husband’s waist.  
“Farewell!” the Vapra called out.  
“Our dreams go with you!” 
“We await your return!” 
Ahna nestled her head into Grehn’s shoulder and sighed.  
“What is it, my love? Where are your thoughts?” Grehn 

asked quietly as they began to ride away. 
“With Syntki,” Ahna whispered. “I had hoped she would 

say goodbye.” 
In front of them rode the Chamberlain, his scarlet shawl 

again wrapped around his head. Grehn watched as the Skeksis 
turned its head back over its shoulder. Through an opening in the 
red ribbon that covered its face, Grehn could see the small green 
eye staring back at him. 
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2. 
Council of Skeksis 

 
 
A cold, musty wind moved through the vast stone halls of the 
Castle of the Crystal. Down the long corridor came a loud, echoing 
shuffle as skekTek made his way to the Throne Room. He moved 
slowly, careful not to drop his precious cargo. Cradled in his boney 
black hands was a small glass vial, a blueish liquid glowing within. 
This singular artifact would be presented to the Council of the 
Skeksis today. It was what they had been waiting for.  
 And what of Emperor skekSo? What reward would he have 
for his faithful scientist?  
 SkekTek’s mind flickered for a moment, some vague 
memory he could not place. He paused where he was standing and 
was swept away in thought. The Skeksis were creatures hardened 
by narcissism and cruelty, but skekTek was driven by by an 
ephemeral haze of ideas ever moving within his brain. He often felt 
as though perhaps somewhere else, some other time, he might have 
had better grasp of the ideas that evaded him, but he had no 
concrete memory of this, only a fog. For now they tumbled one on 
top of the other in the faculties of his mind and worked themselves 
out in the experiments conducted within the Chamber of Life, a 
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cluttered pit beneath the Crystal, where skekTek the Scientist spent 
his days.  
 In his worship of the Crystal, skekTek saw a great divider, 
as if the Crystal were a massive blade meant to bisect all manner of 
unity. Thus, he obsessed over the light from the Crystal and its 
effects on living things. 
 His daydream leaving him, skekTek was shaken from his 
trance by the snarling commotion coming from the Throne Room 
in the distance. As he finally crossed the threshold into the 
expansive chamber, the commotion was quenched by a loud 
collective hiss from the Council.  
 He had done it. 
 “Sire! Sire!” skekTek snarled in his thin, rasping voice. “As 
you asked, my lord, as you have asked!”  
 He continued up the center of the Throne Room, the 
Council parting as he came, all of them with their widened eyes on 
the glass vial.  
 The Skeksis Council would appear to an outsider a 
disturbing juxtaposition of opulence and decay. The Skeksis 
themselves were each buried beneath their garish robes of crimson 
and black lace, their feathered collars and bejeweled walking 
sticks, their embellished vests of gold. Peering out from the heap 
of royal garments were the gnarled, boney hands and the sneering, 
bird-like, reptilian heads. 
 SkekSo, the emperor, leaned forward in his lavishly 
ornamented throne, squinting silently at the approaching skekTek 
and his offering. 
 The Throne Room was a spacious, circular chamber, its 
walls festooned with violet curtains and tassels of bright thread. 
The cold, stone floor was adorned with an intricate pattern of 
spirals, triangles, and spheres. The throne rose in a menacing arch 
of carved rock, dwarfing the emperor in his seat below. 
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 “Spare us your superstitious blather, Scientist!” growled 
skekVar, the emperor’s general, in his deep, biting voice. “Speak 
plainly before the emperor!” 
 SkekTek hissed coldly at the general. All around him, the 
Council grumbled and snarled. 
 “Silence!” the emperor demanded, his boney arm lifted 
over his head.  
 The Council was hushed, and the scientist fixed his gaze on 
the vial in shaking reverence. 
 “The essence, sire,” skekTek wheezed in excitement.  
 “What of the essence?” another Skeksis chided. “How 
many slaves have been drained of their essence, and still he calls 
for such theatrics?” 
 The emperor narrowed one eye and sneered. 
 “No!” the scientist fired back in defense. “Sire, this is no 
slave essence. This is the essence his majesty seeks. Essence of 
Gelfling.” 
 Gasps and hisses from the Council. 
 “Go on, Scientist,” the emperor urged, yet unimpressed. 
 “Your majesty, what is missing from vital essence of 
podling slaves is present in essence of Gelfling.” 
 “We have all been privy to your incessant calculations, 
Scientist,” the General interrupted. “Why plague the emperor with 
this rambling? Gelfling cannot be drained of vital essence. Even if 
they could, Gelfling serve the Castle of the Crystal in their 
ignorance. Why stir their suspicions?” 
 The scientist ignored the general and lifted the glowing vial 
again to the emperor. 
 “Sire, drink!” 
 The chamber fell silent. For what felt like a long while, the 
emperor eyed the vial, frowning, and did nothing. The scientist 
lifted his head from its deep bow. 
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 With a quick grunt, the emperor took the vial in his gnarled 
fist, put it to his lips, and drained the glowing blue liquid in three 
noisy gulps. He dragged his boney knuckles across his beak-like 
snout and let his arm fall limply to his side. The chamber remained 
silent.  
 The effect was subtle at first. The thin, greyish black skin 
around the emperor’s eyes seemed to stretch flat, the wrinkles 
vanishing. His eyes themselves lifted, the shadowy ravine of the 
sockets becoming shallow, shadows and sagging skin 
disappearing. The emperor lifted the hand that clutched the empty 
vial and watched as the visible rods of bone settled beneath the 
flesh. He closed his eyes and breathed deeply, his hunched back 
straightening beneath his layered robes. 
 When the emperor opened his eyes, the Council had 
encircled him, eyes wide. The scientist’s blue liquid had made him 
years younger. 
 “Dispatch the Chamberlain,” the emperor said quietly. 
 “It has already been done,” the scientist replied. 
 For the first time since the council had gathered, a crooked 
smile crept up the emperor’s narrow beak, small glowing beads of 
blue liquid on his lips. 
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3. 
A fire forgotten 

 
 
The velvet, blue-black haze of moonlight broke through the thick 
canopy of trees in Thra’s Dark Wood as Rian and the Castle guards 
set up camp. Rian knew this wood well, as it had been home to the 
Woodland Gelfling for generations. Tomorrow, the royal 
procession would finally reach the Castle. 
 Ahna and Grehn—mother and father to the Vapra 
Gelfling—were huddled together, a heavy blanket draped over 
their shoulders. Rian knelt before them, clearing the dry leaves and 
debris from a small swath of forest floor. He set to work arranging 
a bundle of twigs in a conical structure the way all Woodland 
Gelfling prepared their firewood.  
 “You work very hard,” Ahna said softly. Rian turned, 
startled, and saw the kindly matriarch smiling at him. She nodded 
at the campfire he was preparing. “I see you toil after all that you 
do.” Behind the couple, another guard lifted a handful of forest 
vegetation to the hungry maw of one of the Landstriders. It chewed 
noisily. 
 “Woodland Gelfling are known for their determination and 
work ethic,” Rian answered proudly. 
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 “I can see that. You journey well. How many trips like this 
one have you been assigned to, young one?” 
 Rian became self-concious. As the least seasoned of the 
royal guards among the procession, he often feared his place might 
be seen as inessential. “This is my first,” he replied in his most 
confident-sounding voice. “But I am honor-bound to serve the 
Castle of the Crystal. I do not take my position lightly.” 
 “Please don’t misunderstand me,” Ahna said. “I meant no 
disrespect. My husband and I have never traveled so far from our 
own village. I’m afraid I soothe my unease with conversation.” 
 Rian smiled. He turned his attention to the completed 
structure of twigs. Reaching into a small satchel slung over his 
shoulder, he lifted two small stones from the pouch and struck 
them together with one swift movement. A bright yellow shower 
of sparks fell from the stones and onto the twigs, and within 
moments a warm, gentle fire engulfed them. 
 “Well done,” Grehn said, his voice hoarse from silence. 
 Rian searched the old Gelfling’s face and found a very stoic 
sincerity. “Thank you,” Rian said with a small bow. 
 “My wife asks about this journey because she wonders, as I 
do, what its real purpose might be.” 
 “The Chamberlain has been tasked with delivering a royal 
summons,” Rian began mechanically. “You are honored with an 
invitation to the Castle…” 
 “Forgive me,” Grehn interrupted. “But I speak not of the 
royal summons, my son. I wonder what this journey’s real purpose 
might be.” 
 Rian was silent for a moment, confused. Before he could 
say anything further, the other two guards appeared behind him, 
standing at attention. There was a gradual, shuffling sound of 
dragging footsteps through the leaves and dirt, and the Skeksis 
appeared. 
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 With the Skeksis' head still wrapped in a scarlet shawl, the 
undulating flames made a flickering glint in his green eyes. The 
Skeksis lifted an arm and fingered the fabric of its shawl with long, 
angular digits. Slowly, it set to work freeing its face from the 
tangled wrap. 
 The fire licked the cold forest air, casting long, yellowish 
flares of light across the peculiar shapes that filled Dark Wood. 
The flickering of the fire made the Skeksis’ unveiled face ominous 
and even more unsettling, its jutting brow casting a dark shadow 
across its narrow beak. A subtle smile gathered at the corners of 
the Skeksis’ long muzzle. 
 The entire entourage watched the Chamberlain in silence as 
he cocked his head sideways, eyes locked on the small fire. It 
shuffled forward and hunched before the flames. 
 Then came the familiar mewl. 
 Hmmmmm… 
 The Chamberlain extended an arm out toward the fire and 
lowered his brow. Rian watched him carefully. To the young 
Gelfling, the Skeksis seemed caught up in some memory. Of what, 
Rian could not begin to guess. Enveloped by a daze, the Skeksis 
glared at the fire as if compelled by an expectation to find 
something there other than the fire itself. Whatever had transfixed 
the creature, it was clear enough, was not in the woods at all. It 
was someplace else. Some other time, perhaps. 
 The Chamberlain closed his eyes and drew his head 
upward, snake-like, to the dark canopy of trees above them. There 
came a harsh, dry whimper from within the Skeksis’ throat, the 
sound of which was faint and repulsive. Rian found himself 
cringing, and he looked around hastily to discover the guards and 
the Vapra elders could do little to hide their own aversion to this 
dreadful song. 
 Then, as abruptly as it had begun, the song was over. The 
Chamberlain’s reptilian eyelids fluttered open as if he had been 
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shaken from a trance. A bitter scowl crept up the Skeksis' beak. He 
glowered at the fire this way for what seemed like a very long 
time, and no one spoke. Then, with a disapproving snort that gave 
the Gelfling an awful start, the Chamberlain turned from the fire 
and withdrew slowly into the shadows, his typical whimper barely 
audible as he was swallowed up in dark. 
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4. 
A Dark echo 

 
 
UrSol the Chanter lifted his head in the darkness. His eyes closed, 
he listened carefully for the faint resonance of some strangely 
familiar song, now dissipating, as if eroded by the cool breeze of 
night.  
 He turned slowly within his chamber. The pale glow of 
starlight filled the open doorway, casting a long shaft of half-light 
into urSol’s home.  This vanishing song troubled him. For the 
fleeting instant he had grasped its ghostly notes, it had felt both 
deeply familiar and sickeningly perverse. Perhaps more troubling 
still, UrSol couldn’t be sure where this song had come from. 
 Thra itself sings, he thought to himself. The trees and the 
rocks sing. The creatures of the land and the air and the waters 
sing. The rivers and waterfalls and the sea all sing. Within each of 
Thra’s songs lies some innate harmony, an arrangement carried by 
all manner of octaves and instruments.  
 This song on the wind tonight was different—a grating 
dissonance with no melody. A dark echo, distorting the song from 
whence it came. 
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5. 

Exodus 
 

 
When Thra’s three suns had all made their journey through the 
heavens several times, Syntki began to fear for her parents. Why 
had they been gone so long?  

When her worry had become more than she could bear, she 
made an important decision. To the east of Vapra village, where 
the plains were cleft with rolling hills, was a small stream 
gathering beneath a collection of gentle waterfalls that erupted 
from the smooth crags lining the foothills. Syntki sat on a cool, flat 
stone jutting up from the babbling stream with her knees drawn up 
to her chest. The world around her was green and blue and good. 
She plunged her thin, cream-colored fingers beneath the surface of 
the moving water and watched as the current made arcing ripples 
around her hand, the warm water moving slowly past. The air was 
filled with the sound of the spraying falls and the chatter of insects 
and small creatures moving through the tall grass surrounding the 
stream. 
 Syntki lifted her father’s firca from her cloak pocket. The 
small, Y-shaped flute looked as if it was made from reeds, but 
Syntki knew her father had carved it from the branches of trees that 
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grew only in the Emerald Plains. There was a burdensome weight 
on her heart. She raised the firca to her lips, closed her eyes, and 
began to play.  
 It felt to Syntki as though she was joining in the greater 
symphony of the wind and water and the creatures around her, and 
so she played out of that understanding: not as a soloist, but as a 
piece of something greater. This, after all, is what the Vapran 
Gelfling believed. 
 When she had finished playing, she opened her eyes to 
discover all manner of nearby creatures peering up out of the water 
and the grass and the rockface, all of them looking on attentively. 
 Syntki giggled, forgetting her worry for a passing moment, 
but then it found her again. 
 Tucking the firca back into her cloak, she hopped from 
stone to stone carefully until she had reached dry land, and ran for 
home. 
 
 The Rose Sun burned the heavens with its reddish-yellow 
glow of dusk as Syntki crept quietly into her family’s hut. In her 
parents' absence, Syntki had been invited into the house of Nomi 
the elder, who would soon wonder why Syntki had not come 
home. She tucked a few vegetables grown in the village garden 
into a small satchel along with a blanket and a second cloak. As 
she turned to leave the hut, she noticed her father’s bola. Vapra 
were peaceful and had no reason to use weapons of aggression, but 
her father, Grehn, had crafted the bola—a cord of knotted rope 
with stones tied to each of its three ends—to use against dangerous 
creatures that sometimes made their way toward the plains. 
 Syntki took the bola and tucked it into her satchel. 
 Outside the hut, the Rose Sun had drifted even farther into 
the western sky, leaving in its wake the first flicker of stars and 
twilight. Syntki sighed deeply and began to move quietly away 
from the Vapra Village. 
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 When she had nearly reached the hills at the edge of the 
Emerald Plains, a sudden rustle in a nearby thicket of dry, brown 
grass startled her. Syntki turned to discover a young boy from her 
village whom she knew well. 
 “Bek!” Syntki chided the boy with a maternal smile. “What 
are you doing so far from the village? And this late!” 
 Bek rose from his hiding place and skipped playfully 
toward Syntki. “I followed you! Syntki, why are you leaving?” 
 Syntki turned to look at the village for the first time since 
she had left. The plain was bathed in the pale, blue glow of 
moonlight, and the jutting, half-sphere shapes of Vapra huts had all 
but vanished in the distance. She did not know how to answer. 
 “I’m not leaving,” she answered without thinking.  
 “But you’ve packed,” Bek argued, pointing to the satchel 
slung around Syntki’s shoulder. 
 “Leaving, I think, is when you do not return, Bek,” Syntki 
said softly, kneeling in front of the boy. “It’s true that I’m going 
away, but only to return.” 
 The child nodded; this explanation seemed to make sense 
to him. “When?” he asked. 
 “I’m not sure yet.” 
 “Will you bring Ahna and Grehn with you?” 
 “Yes.” 
 “The guard told me they’d be in good hands, but they 
haven’t come home yet.” 
 “The guard?” Syntki asked, lowering her eyebrows. 
 “The one that came with the Skeksis. He said many 
Woodland Gelfling guard the Castle of the Crystal, and that the 
Skeksis would care for our leaders.” 
 Syntki stood, pulling her satchel up over her shoulder. 
“Bek,” she began, “will you keep my journey a secret?” 
 “Yes, Syntki,” the boy said, nodding earnestly. 
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 She took one last look at the village, then turned to leave. 
Bek watched her as she went, and Syntki paused for a moment, 
turning to the boy one last time. 
 “The Woodland Gelfling you spoke to…” she called out. 
“Do you remember his name?” 
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6. 
Banished 

 
 
Rian gripped his spear and closed his eyes tightly. A shrill wail 
echoed throughout the chamber where he stood guard and down 
the cold, stone corridors of the Castle. There came a sharp, metallic 
clang, then a cacophonous tangle of hisses and snarling. 
 Rian had heard the other guards tell stories about 
Haakskeekah, but this was his first real exposure to the ritual since 
he had been appointed a Castle guard. One of two Woodland 
Gelfling standing vigil under a wide, arching entrance into the 
Throne Room, Rian stood with his back to the commotion, slowly 
craning his neck to look over his shoulder. 
 “Mind your watch, boy,” the guard to Rian’s left grunted. 
Embarrassed, Rian turned to face forward with no reply. 
 In his travel as an escort to the Chamberlain, Rian had been 
exposed to many of the outlying cultures of Thra. The Gelfling 
themselves had divided into seven distinctive clans, all with their 
own respective values, trades, and heritage. Some tribes, he had 
learned, were spiritual, and some were utilitarian. Some were 
warriors, and some were pacifists. Some built their villages in rural 
ignorance of the Castle at the center of Thra, while others 
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developed their culture in the wake of the ruling Skeksis—masters 
of the Crystal that hummed within the heart of the Castle. 
 The Woodland Gelfling, to whom Rian belonged, were an 
ancient tribe of farmers and cobblers who had learned well to 
persevere in battle rather than withdraw in fear. It was the ferocity 
of the Woodland warriors—tempered with a shrewd disposition—
that had gained them their appointment as Castle guards. Rian 
suspected that the elements of aggression and calculated defense 
present in the Woodland tribe might have been a similarity to 
which the Skeksis were drawn. The Skeksis, after all, were not 
ethereal and warm. They were functional. They were cold. 
 Haakskeekah was proof of this. 
 Rian turned toward the sudden sound of plodding footsteps 
as they crescendoed up the corridor. Another Woodland Gelfling 
came running, spear in hand, toward the guard to Rian’s left. This 
new Gelfling Rian did not recognize—after all, he was young, the 
newest of any of the Woodland Gelfling to be honored with the 
position of Royal Guard. The two older guards shared some secret, 
urgent-looking conversation before the first turned to Rian. 
 “Boy, stand vigil. I shall send a replacement in my stead.” 
 Rian nodded, eyes widened. The two guards turned and ran 
side by side down the long hallway, the shuffle of their feet 
reverberating for a few moments after they had vanished. 
 And behind Rian the awful commotion carried on. 
 He pulled his chin slowly into his chest and cut his eyes 
toward his shoulder, barely moving his neck sideways until the 
first glimpse of the Throne Room behind him came into view. Rian 
could see the Skeksis standing in a circle at the center of the 
chamber. Within the circle was some moving spectacle Rian could 
not decipher. In a moment, he had all but turned completely around 
to face the uproar. 
 It was hard to decipher, but every now and again the 
shifting circle of Skeksis would part enough for Rian to see into its 
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center. Two of the Skeksis, hunched in their elaborate garments, 
were clutching menacing, curved blades half as long as their own 
bodies. Typical of the Skeksis, the swords were each embellished 
with a long vein of gold running up the length of the blade. The 
swords' sharp edges were ornately serrated with curved hooks and 
wide barbs. The two Skeksis skulked slowly around a tall, tapered 
obelisk of stone raised vertically on an iron platform, eyes locked 
on one another, a low growl coming from them both. 
 The stone, Rian could now see, was covered in shallow 
scores, some very old and some seemingly new. As he watched, 
one of the two sword-wielding Skeksis let out a piercing cry, drew 
the heavy blade back, and swung it heavily into the stone. The 
metal and rock connected with a horrible peal, sending a spray of 
bright sparks across the chamber floor. At this impressive impact, 
the spectating Skeksis all hissed, and Rian couldn’t be sure who 
was voicing approval and who was jeering angrily. 
 The second competing Skeksis’ eyes narrowed. It drew 
several quick, deep breaths, then landed a final blow on the scarred 
stone. There was another uproar, and Rian wandered what 
resolution this tournament might ever bring. 

Then he noticed the look on the face of the Skeksis that was 
last to swing. There seemed to Rian to be a look of sickening 
worry. 
 Two new Skeksis stepped forward from the circle of 
spectators as the competitors drew back from the stone. They 
surveyed the slab of rock meticulously, both of their heads bobbing 
bird-like around every fresh notch in the stone’s surface. There 
was a brief whispered exchange between these two judges, then 
one of them turned to the crowd and called out: 
 “SkekMal is victorious! SkekLi has been brought to ruin!” 
 And with this haunting pronouncement, the spectators 
became like a slow-moving swarm, engulfing the failed 
competitor. Soon Rian could see skekLi no more, only the 
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undulating herd. Over the deep growl of the agitated rabble rang 
out the horrible shriek of the victim at its center. What was 
happening to him, Rian could not say. 
 “Boy!” an angry voice grunted in Rian’s ear. He whirled 
around, nearly losing his footing, to find his supervising guard 
looming over him with a disapproving scowl. “Mind your post, lest 
you lose it.” 
 “Yes sir!” Rian gasped, standing up straight, clearly 
shaken. 
 “The ritual has concluded,” the older guard said, leaning 
closer to Rian. “We will act as escorts to the banished.” 
 “The banished?” Rian echoed. 
 Before his elder could reply, a rasping, serpentine voice 
interrupted them both. 
 “Guards,” this new voice began. Rian involuntarily whirled 
around, the staff of his spear clutched to his chest, and discovered 
three Skeksis situated beneath the arching chamber entrance. Rian 
recognized the Skeksis who had spoken as skekVar, the emperor’s 
general. 
 “Escort the banished from the Castle,” SkekVar growled. 
Slumped next to the general was a dark, gangly-looking heap of 
black flesh and rigid bone. It gradually dawned on Rian that this 
pitiful creature was actually a Skeksis.  
 It was skekLi, brought to ruin by the ritual of Haakskeekah.  
 SkekLi had been stripped of his royal robes, of his 
feathered collar and gold fillets. Gone were his frilled cuffs of 
black and violet; gone were his lavish rings and jeweled amulets. 
What was left was a gaunt, lizard-like body, all pebbled black flesh 
and soft underbelly. A cluster of wiry, spiked protuberances rose 
from its back. Tucked beneath the long, spindly arms was a 
second, withered-looking set of vestigial limbs, wilted and 
immobile. Behind the bent knees and dark haunches there lay a 
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thin, scaly tail, slithering slowly from side to side along the dry 
stone floor. 
 When Rian realized he had been staring, he looked away 
from the shamed creature and noticed skekTek, the scientist, 
standing at skekLi’s other side. When Rian fixed his gaze on the 
scientist, it was clear the scientist had already been looking at 
Rian. 
 The older Woodland Gelfling bowed deeply before 
skekVar, the general.  
 “Yes, my lord,” the guard consented, and then drew his 
spear on the loathsome-looking skekLi. “Move, outcast!” the old 
guard threatened, and the humped creature shuffled slowly before 
the brandished spearhead.  
 Rian, steeling himself, stepped forward to follow his elder, 
when the scientist stopped him. 
 “Gelfling,” skekTek wheezed, his hand raised in Rian’s 
path. “You come with me.” 
 “My lord?” Rian stuttered in confusion, trying desperately 
to disguise his dread. 
 “To the Chamber of Life,” skekTek continued with a thinly 
disguised grin. “There is something you must see.” 
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7. 
Widening darkness 

 
 
On the second morning of her voyage, Syntki was startled by a 
voice in the distance. She had come across no speaking thing since 
leaving the Emerald Plains, and the constant hum of creatures, 
insects, and even plant life had become a backdrop now taken for 
granted. 
 Beyond the sloping, green hills lining the plains were long 
stretches of green valley dotted with soft white stones that seemed 
to rise gently from within Thra itself. Thin, blue tributaries ran 
from rock to rock, orbiting each stone like a wet halo. Syntki 
followed the three suns eastward, stopping only to gather fruit or to 
rest, warding off fear by playing her father’s firca. At first dusk, 
Syntki crossed over from the expansive valley into a wooded area 
made up of diminutive trees and thick shrubbery. It was here, 
wearied and afraid, that Syntki slept. 
 In the morning she heard a voice. 
 The language was unknown, but the voice was neither 
animal nor vegetable. Syntki’s innate skepticism made way for 
worry, but her inquisitive nature answered with curiosity, and she 
moved cautiously toward the voice. Kneeling beneath a short, 
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twisted tree trunk and using a few low-hanging branches as cover, 
she carefully brushed a few leaves aside and peered into the 
clearing ahead. 
 A strange creature half the size of Syntki knelt at the sandy 
edge of a small pond. It was dressed in woven garments, a loose-
fitting, brown cap on its head. This stubby creature, all round and 
knobby, extended a short arm ending in three fat digits over the 
still, green surface of the pond, speaking its alien dialect. 
Suddenly, a dark, bulbous animal surfaced before the speaking 
creature, its wrinkled bulk segmented with pudgy rolls and brown 
nodes. This new animal swam immediately to the creature that had 
summoned it, a deep bellow resonating from its wide, toothless 
jaws. Syntki recoiled, expecting this aquatic beast to attack the 
stubby creature, but the two seemed to share a playful affection. 
The stubby creature spoke kindly to the pond animal, patting its 
head. The animal from the pond drove its head playfully into the 
creature’s loving hand, and the creature laughed gleefully, 
chattering on in its foreign dialect. 
 Her fear waning, Syntki was immediately overcome with a 
desire to share in this intimacy. Though she had been on her own 
for only a brief time, she was still young, and Vapra Gelfling were 
raised a communal people. With all the restraint of an anxious 
child, she pushed clumsily through the branches and into the 
clearing. 
 The pond animal immediately dove beneath the water’s 
surface while the small creature stood upright and eyed its 
surroundings nervously as if it might flee at any moment. 
 “Please,” Syntki pleaded, realizing she had startled them 
both. “Don’t go.” 
 The creature seemed to relax a bit and took a small step 
forward. It had a plump, oblong head with small, dark eyes set in 
either side. A smile gathered in the creature’s wrinkled face 
beneath a broad, flat nose distinguished only by the two half-moon 
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nostrils just above the creature’s mouth. Wispy white hair fell from 
its loose-fitting cap and spilled down over its shoulders. 
 “Otkooda?” the creature said. 
 Syntki frowned. “I’m sorry, I don’t understand.” 
 “Gelfling?” the creature asked thoughtfully, squinting its 
beady eyes. “Doza aminia! Gelfling!” 
 “Yes!” Syntki giggled. “I’m Gelfling. What about you? 
What is your name?” 
 The creature drew a stubby hand over its chest and said, 
“Apopiapoiopidiappididiapipob.” 
 Syntki furrowed her brow. Before she could speak again, 
the creature seemed to register her confusion and added: 
 “Podling. I Podling.” 
 “Podling,” Syntki echoed. “So you can understand me?” 
 “Understand,” the Podling said, nodding enthusiastically. 
“My name Teese. Podling.” 
 “Teese,” Syntki said, liking the name. “I’m Syntki.” 
 “Syntki! Gelfling!” Teese cheered happily. “You travel 
with Castle Gelfling?” 
 “Castle Gelfling? No, I come from the Emerald Plains. My 
family was taken to the castle and never returned. I’ve gone to look 
for them.” 
 “Taken!” Teese gasped, suddenly agitated. “Yes! Taken! 
Podlings taken from village!” 
 “Your people?” Syntki asked, kneeling in front of Teese. 
“Someone’s been taken?” 
 “Gone!” Teese whispered, leaning forward. “Podlings 
afraid to travel from village now. Many taken. Dark time for 
village.” 
 “I understand,” Syntki said softly. “Why have you left your 
village, Teese? Isn’t it dangerous?” 
 “Nebrie,” Teese said, pointing a short finger out at the pond 
where the animal had just been. 
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 “That creature is called Nebrie? It’s your friend, isn’t it?” 
Syntki asked, nodding. 
 “Nebrie friend of Podling. It give milk.” 
 Syntki scrunched up her nose, and the Podling giggled at 
her. 
 “Shall I walk you home, Teese?” 
 “Come! Syntki, come! Nabrushoo! Gorah, viseligche!” 
 “Okay, okay,” Syntki giggled. “Calm down!” 
 Suddenly a shadow fell over them both. They looked up to 
see dark clouds stretching out across the heavens, bathing the 
forest in grey. A strong wind moved through the forest so that they 
had to steady themselves against it. Then, as if cued by the 
changing weather, a deep, ominous voice rang out in the distance. 
The voice sang one guttural, continuous note and was eventually 
joined by another like it. Then another. Then another. A choir of a 
single, steady chant. 
 Syntki looked to Teese, afraid. 
 “Mystics,” Teese called out over the growing howl of the 
wind. “They call.” 
 “What are Mystics?” Syntki shouted back, her arm raised to 
shield against the violent gusts battering them. “Why are they 
calling?” 
 “They call in sorrow. Something is wrong.” 
 “Wrong? What’s wrong?” 
 “The Dark,” Teese answered. “The Dark is coming.” 
  
 
  
  
 
 


